WinPICS
Complete Seismic Interpretation and Visualization Workstation
TM

With an extensive range of exploration tools,
WinPICS 5.9 is designed to help you hit your exploration targets.
WinPICS offers easy to use data management tools from import to presentation mapping. Featuring
sophisticated query and mapping capabilities to visualize your exploration and interpretation projects,
WinPICS is modeled on industry workflows to deliver a smooth user experience, complete with
prompt display updates and intuitive management of data and mapping layers.

The WinPICS Advantage
BENEFITS

FEATURES
Streamlined data posting and display with straightforward well data and
map overlays
 Time slice organization provides on-map slice views of multiple data
volumes
 Extremely fast display load time and navigation through seismic data elements


INCREASED
PRODUCTIVITY

Sophisticated 2D, 3D and synthetic seismic line tie tools, and advanced
wavelet matching capabilities
 Dynamic interaction between horizon attribute calculation and well attribute
capture
 User designed workflows for spectral decomposition and similarity mapping
 Utilizes SMAC™ to resolve problems with 2D/3D seismic data matching and
synthetic seismograms


Learn more

www.divestco.com/Software/WinPICS

INNOVATIVE
FUNCTIONALITY


ADVANCED
SOFTWARE
INTEGRATION
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Dynamic GeoVista database browser integration within WinPICS using
VistaBridge feature
Real-time integration with SynthSuite for fast, easy and precise modeling
and visualization
Compatible with Microsoft Office applications (Excel and PowerPoint) and
Windows drivers
Software is open to external data solutions available in the exploration
software market
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WinPICS
Complete Seismic Interpretation and Visualization Workstation
TM

Increased Productivity
WinPICS is designed for the PC platform with easy to use data management tools and
integration with Microsoft Office applications. Take advantage of straightforward navigation,
data loading and management, mapping and seismic view components. WinPICS is designed
to follow industry workflows to help you increase your productivity and focus on the data of
interest.

Advanced Functionality
WinPICS provides fast and interactive mapping and data picking functionality to help you reach
your exploration targets. With extremely fast display and navigation through seismic data
elements, WinPICS offers many interactive on-the-fly postings that provide immediate seismic
data feedback and help you more productively interpret your data. Utilize advanced line and
signal matching tools, as well as diagnostic tools such as SMAC™, which helps resolve mis-tie
problems from multiple data vintages.

Unparalleled Support
As a local Calgary-based company with 260+ employees, Divestco is focused on providing a
high-level of customer service. Our knowledgeable support personnel are located at our head
office in Calgary and ready to serve. With decades of geological and geophysical software
experience, our team of developers are continually seeking improvements in all aspects of
our software. This commitment to our customers and our products is how Divestco has
successfully serviced more than 800 companies doing work in 56 countries.

Go Beyond Seismic with VistaBridgeTM
One of the major advantages of WinPICS over its competitors is VistaBridge; an integration
of the GeoVista database browser into the WinPICS interface. Finding good data sources,
purchasing and loading multiple file formats from public and third-party suppliers can be a
lengthy, costly and stressful process. With VistaBridge, you can export complete, relevant and
specific data instantly from GeoVista, giving you extra time to focus on what’s important. You
have direct and dynamic access to GeoVista, without ever leaving the WinPICS interface. Don’t
settle for piecemeal data, get the whole picture today and go beyond seismic.
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